LET’S GO CAMPING! Art-Based Dramatic Play Centre
	
  

Learning Goals
Students will be able to:
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

Work independently and self-regulate;
Create personal responses to the centre materials;
Share their ideas with peers; and
Demonstrate a sense of accomplishment.

Extensions
1.   Creative Centre - Have children paint, draw and create art for the campsite. Add materials to your
creative centre that go with a nature theme, for example, pieces of grass turf, leaves from around the
school yard, scrap wood or popsicle sticks.
2.   Writing Centre - Ask children to write a list of things they need to pack for their camping trip.
3.   Science - Have children use microscopes and magnifying glasses to explore natural things such
as wood pieces, plants, bugs, butterflies.
4.   Listening, Language and Story Telling - Provide lots of camping story books such as, The Bear
Scouts, Curious George Goes Camping, When I Go Camping with Grandma, and A Camping Spree
with Mr. Magee.
5.   Geography - Have children create maps of the campground or trails.
6.   Sensory - Have children experience using gardening tools to explore mud, and different kinds of soil
(clay, sandy, silty, peaty)

Prepare
Gather the camping site materials and place them in a central area.
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  
10.  
11.  
12.  
13.  
14.  
15.  
16.  
17.  

Glitter Glue
Crayons
Paints
Variety of Paper
Pencils
Markers
Beach Toys
Two-Person Tent
Flashlight
Sunglasses
Table Cloth
Beach Towels
Fishing Vest
Picnic Basket
Tables and Chairs
Eight Pieces of Kindling
Small Green Tarp

Introduction
During your read aloud or circle time read stories that relate to camping. Teach a new poem or song that
also relates to camping, for example, Going on a Bear Hunt or Baby Bumble Bee. These are great songs
that have actions to go along with them.

The Challenge
Children challenge themselves to use their imagination and problem-solving skills as they explore ideas
in this centre.

The Process
Plan and set up the campsite as a class. Some children may have no experience with camping and may
not have seen a tent before. Allowing children to help set up gives them a chance to see a campsite come
together. Children will be using their imagination and problem-solving skills, and will gain a sense of
responsibility as they work through the process.
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

Set up the tent.
Place artificial trees around the tent to create a camp site setting.
Set up a table with chairs. Place the tablecloth on the table and put the picnic basket on it.
Put some hooks on the wall or have a hook stand on which to hang a fishing vest, a sun hat and a
beach towel.
Create a teepee-like shape with the kindling for a fire.
If you have the space in your dramatic play centre place the sand table, there along with the beach
toys. If you do not have the space leave the sand table in it’s current location and add the beach toys.
Put out any other items you may have – flashlight, camera, sunglasses, clothesline and pegs, fishing
rods and water/food coolers.
On a desk or table in the dramatic play centre include a Creativity Kit. A Creativity Kit is a bin containing
Crayola products such as washable markers, crayons, glitter glue, glue sticks, blunt tip scissors, pencils
and paper.
Encourage children to create signs for the campsite, write a shopping list of what they need to go
camping or to simply draw pictures of what they might see when camping.

10.   Encourage children to create materials for the campsite. Children might draw and decorate butterflies
to hang in the campsite, create a campsite flag or draw a picture of themselves camping with their
family.
Teacher Prompts:
•  
•  

What signs might you see in a campground? We should make signs in our campground. Where could
you look for words in the classroom if you need help spelling words for your sign?
I like how you built the fire Tommy do you know where fire gives off the most heat? Tommy you should
share that information about fires during sharing time.

Sharing
During sharing time allow children to share what they learned about camping, what they may have
created at the creative centre that relates to camping or is for the campsite. A student might even want to
share a personal camping story from their own experience camping

The Let’s Go Camping centre provides children with personally meaningful, daily writing activities.
Displaying their work encourages children to learn from and inspire each other.

